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Description
Fuelwood - Demand
Timber is an important resource provided by forest ecosystems that is
typically processed into three different products: round wood, industrial wood
or fuel wood. In a sustainable forest management cycle, timber production is
limited to the net biomass increase in order to keep the forest inventories
stable. Sustainably produced fuel wood, such as firewood, charcoal, chips,
pellets, and sawdust management, can hence be a promising alternative for
renewable energy production. The selected indicators aim to reflect potential
fuel wood production, its actual usage and the current need for it at the scale
of Alpine Space municipalities.
Dataset
http://www.alpeswebgis.eu/?X=850359.92&Y=5947762.56&zoom=6&lang=en&focus=focus_al
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Environment
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Fuel wood (GEMET Concepts)
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Lineage

The usage of fuel wood as an energy source is largely varying across the Alps
and high-resolution data on energy consumption is scarce. Hence, this
indicator is based on the fuelwood consumption at the NUTS2 level. Building
area from the open-street-map data, together with the heating degree days are
used to disaggregate the amount of fuelwood required at municipality level.
Units of measurement: m³ y-1
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